
It is no longer possible to work in the Technology
industry and also be a Patriot  (whatever)

by behindtheline

It is no longer possible to work in the Technology industry and
also be a Patriot. I say this as someone who has been working in
Hi Tech for many decades. I started in the hardware industry and
in the 90s got into the development of web technologies and
software. I rode the "dot com bubble" all the way to it's peak and
suffered though the bubble bursting. I worked for small start ups
trying to make it big and I worked for big tech giants that were
trying to change with the times. I worked for a consulting firm for a
while and even briefly ran my own start up before I cashed out.
About 10 years ago everyone decided they needed a mobile app
and did that too. Eventually I moved into developing SaaS or
"software as a service" and got into Machine Leaning, AI and Big
Data applications... In short i have been there and done that. I've
been involved since before we had the internet as we know it
today and I have seen first hand how we got here today.
My conclusions:

Every single "big" tech company either started out evil or
has become evil over time.
In the long run everyone in tech works for a "big" tech
company.
We all know the above truths at least subconsciously (or
you have not been around long enough) but we get paid
good money to keep quite.

Small companies do not survive in the long run. They either grow
into big companies, get bought by big companies, or they die.
Some small companies are very profitable and when they are
privately owned, sometimes they choose to stay small. The
owners get rich and grow old. In a maximum of about 15-20
years, even very profitable small tech companies go away once
the founders retire. Consolidation in Tech is very real.
The bigger the tech company the more it is driven by profits, AKA
Greed. The bigger the company the more it will abandon it's
morals and will do whatever is profitable. It goes something like
this: You sell adds... and then you realize you can sell
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demographic data... and then you realize you can sell personal
info for even more... and then the Gov asks for access to
customer data for what seems like really good reasons... and
before you know it you have an automatic data dump the exports
user activity every night to some three letter Gov agency
database.
Somewhere along the line you get uncomfortable with the moral
implications of what you are doing. Your only valid recourse is to
quit and there is a line of people who will gladly fill your chair.
Quitting does not stop the evil... it only clears your conscious. Any
options other than taking the money and staying quite or quitting
will land you jail, sued into poverty or worse. I have been down
the quitting road. I went to a small start up that was building
software that really helps people... I enjoyed several years of
feeling like my job saved lives. And then the company was
acquired by a bigger company... and a year or two latter that
company was acquired by a Fortune 500 tech giant... This cycle
cannot be escaped in the long run. Career change is the only real
escape. I am in the process of moving to a new company for
moral reasons but I know it is only a temp fix. I feel trapped. I
have a family and children that depend on me and every single
job skill I have is in the tech field. I am starting the process of
career change but the reality is that getting out of hi-tech will likely
come with a very significant pay cut and impact to my quality of
life.
Why am I typing this rant? I want people to understand and I want
people out side of tech to help.

Strategic Division of Labor is a big part of the problem.
Many people are only involved with a very small piece of
the conspiracy. They sleep at night thinking "I'm just
building a tool... and tools can be used for good or evil."
Massive conspiracies by definition require massive
numbers of people to be involved. People in tech know
what is going on and are often responsible even if only
by inaction or complacency.
Don't let your friends be comfortable in positions of
inaction or complacency. Call them out. Challenge them
to really consider the moral implications of their work.
Make them feel guilty.
STOP FEEDING THE BEAST. Delete Facebook. Pick up
a phone and call your friends and family. Root your



phone and delete the Google apps. Put a piece of tape
over the webcam on your laptop. Don't find your TV
show by talking into the Comcast remote (in fact put tape
over that too). Learn Linux. Delete fucking Windows10.
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Sort: Top

[–]  PlateLipsMcGee  14 points (+14|-0 ) 3.9 hours ago 

What you're describing is not unique to tech. The most important
thing for you to do is to maintain your unique skills at a very high
level, so that you can be of critical importance to the society that
comes next. Abandoning an entire industry is not the answer,
because it only yields that battleground to the enemy. Stay
behind enemy lines and know that you are not alone. Our day
will come, and when it does your skills will be much needed.
permalink

[–]  obvious_throwaway1  12 points (+12|-0 ) 4.3 hours ago 

I was recently at the California "winter home" of a Fortune 50 C-
suite Executive in high-tech. In his computer room is an
impressive collection of historical books with a heavy emphasis
on the confederacy. Smack dab in the middle is a framed picture
of him shaking the hand of President Trump in a private setting.
Surprised, I asked him about it and his response was "most of us
put on a good show because the younger workforce is always
Liberal until they grow up".
I'd suggest a lot more people just pretend than you realize. High-
tech especially is full of younger talent due simply to the nature
of the younger generations growing up with technology and
being more acclimated and inclined to take those jobs and be
high performers.

If you're not a liberal at twenty you have no heart, if you're
not a conservative at forty you have no brain.

permalink

[–]  Asshat69  4 points (+4|-0 ) 2.8 hours ago 

This this this. I knew a CEO of a huge tech company. You
probably use them. He is definitely conservative but a lot of
times they have to make liberal decisions to avoid the huge
flack they get nowadays by all the flippant idiots.
permalink    parent

[–]  jthun2  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.7 hours ago 

Yep, a lot of us pretend. That C-suite exec can retire at any
time. A lot of us can't.
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permalink    parent

[–]  VoaterFraud  5 points (+5|-0 ) 2.6 hours ago  (edited 2.6 hours ago)

Quiet is the word you were looking for not 'quite'
--Your local Grammer Nazi.
(but I agree with your post)
permalink

[–]  CANCEL-CAT-FACTS  3 points (+3|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Grammar is the word you were looking for.
permalink    parent

[–]  VoaterFraud  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Or maybe I'm a Grammer?
permalink    parent

[–]  necrostic  5 points (+5|-0 ) 3.7 hours ago 

Oi vey, quit your high paying job goyim
permalink

[–]  truthwoke33  3 points (+3|-0 ) 2.8 hours ago 

I feel you OP. dad worked in IT all his life, now he's completely
corrupted and sold out. I was working in it as well though much
lower level, I was pulling cables and punching in boxes for high
rise buildings. There used to be a ton of work in cable networking
but that's gone away now that everyone already has fiber or
broadband. So now the big cable industry is security cameras.
Internet connected security cameras that send back all its
information to whoever the fuck knows. I hate the idea of big
Orwellian government watching us 24/7 with spy cameras, it's
like some shit out of a movie and it's creepy as fuck as are the
proponents of such a world.
Now I clean driveways and commercial properties working for
myself. It's hard manual labor bit at least I'm fixing the world
instead of fucking it all up.
Look into a trade school. You won't get rich (unless you do the
aforementioned and sell out your company...) But you can
definitely feed a family of 5 on an electricians or plumbers wage.
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Those industries will never go away or be corrupted because you
can't corrupted building pipes to carry away shit.
Good luck OP.
permalink

[–]  albatrosv15  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.6 hours ago  (edited 1.5 hours ago)

you can't corrupted building pipes to carry away shit.

Until pipes become smart and start logging.
permalink    parent

[–]  Islamiscancer  1 points (+2|-1 ) 2.2 hours ago 

its almost as if Kazsinski was 100% correct on how we need to
destroy the technological system... Except thats never going to
happen, we have a better chance of killing off the majority of the
human popuilation than we do of ridding ourselves of tech..
bring on global climate change and the flood to purge this
wretched species
permalink

[–]  Marou  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.4 hours ago  (edited 1.3 hours ago)

I think if we get to space in a big way (meaning it's available to
the laymen) it suddenly becomes impossible for the system or
governments to exert extreme control over everyone's lives.
There is always an opt out (the huge never ending frontier).
It's the only way I see out of Kaczynski accurately
predicted/described dystopia. It's one of the reasons I'm
rapidly pro white ethnostate.
This sort of bold future techology is not going to come from
sub-Saharan Africans or admixed mongrels (not smart
enough); and it's not going to come from Asians (not
innovative enough), or Jews (create nothing). It must come
from us of European ancestry, and in order for that to happen
we must both continue to exist; and throw off the shackles that
bind us.
permalink    parent

[–]  Acerphoon  0 points (+0|-0 ) 28 minutes ago 

I'm rapidly pro white ethnostate.
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You have to be. Diversity is having a negative impact on a
nation's scientific advancements. And it's only going to get
worse at the current rate. Bleeding heart liberals and lefties
import millions of non-whites with no end in sight.
Not to mention that niggers just... have low IQs. They just
do.
permalink    parent

[–]  Islamiscancer  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1 hour ago 

you wont be able to just branch out.. no way sunshine.
there is no way in hell that the businesses that rule those
systems would allow people to just run off like that.. maybe
in a few thousand years when we could (lets pretend its all
possible ok? no science shutdowns - lets just assume we
figure it all out and its the reality we exist in)..
but we will be dead.. we wont be there.. so its pointless to
base your beliefs on.. UNLESS of course you have and will
have children.. You MUST have a horse in the race that
keeps racing AFTER you die.. (if you die without children,
and not fighting for children, then you are worthless to us
as a people)
we are going to get destroyed if we dont clean up house
SOON.. we are soon going to be a mix race with no history.
we will simply have the right to all exist as humans not as a
group of people. you will be allowed to exist and so will all
others. lives will have no value. we wont be individuals as
we think, we would become a hive entity.
bees and ants and what not..
Jews dont create? are you retarded? What is Currency?
Interest? lol. Seriously though, Jews created a system of
control over humans based on our biological subjektive
value system, not a logical system free from emotion that is
an Objektiv value system. Meaning it has clearly defined
measurments.
Jews need to be exterminated, so do Niggers and
Muslims.. Literally everyone but whites and a culled asian
population (specifically referring to culling Chinese.)
We need to start a new world free of technology, OR, with a
strenuously controlled total population number. no more
than 500,000 people. world wide. thats if we stuck with
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technology, which as i said before we will and people will
always want the right to exist. because we are selfish
fucks..
anyway, yeah, europeans were the best.. thats why we
should fill all ancestrally White nations with Blacks and
Arabs and what not..
No offense america, but unless you clean up your nigger
problem first and become white again, you arent
'ancestrally white'.. you couldnt avoid the slaves - that
being said the "Europeans" were mostly responsible for the
slaves, because, you know, Americans are Europeans..
You are all in the same boat as Australians sort of.. Except
Australia doesnt have a nigger SLAVE problem. Our native
problem was quickly resolved, more effectively than
Americas natives were - but thats ok.
Europeans greed and use of niggers ultimately ruined
america. "its time you european bros clean up america
while us european bros clean up our european countries.. "
would be the jist i guess?
permalink    parent

[–]  pby1000  1 points (+1|-0 ) 2.2 hours ago 

Infiltrate.
permalink

[–]  FuckEverybody  1 points (+1|-0 ) 2.3 hours ago 

Video games, they are the answer you're seeking.
Gamedevs at the highest level are arguably the most advanced
technology developers out there, and the majority of them fall
back on the safety net mantra of "I'm just making games."
Sure, there's some evil stuff going on like selling of data, but in
the end none of that matters to the industry as a whole or how
advancements are made, the only things that matter are cool,
fun, and interesting gaming experiences and their technical
advancements from graphics to audio to input to VR/AR to
mobile devices to new consoles to new PCs and so forth.
If you think you've been part of the "Hi Tech" but haven't been
part of video games, you don't realize yet what's up. Games are
both what you think they are and not even close to what you're
thinking they are at the same time.
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Arcades, for example, yeah they're not nearly as big as they
used to be, but guess what they're still around and you can do
anything you want with arcade games... brand new tech, brand
new experiences, never been done before, whatever you can
imagine. And then with existing platforms, again you're free to do
anything you can imagine. Or you can do basic game
development and it can still be on the cutting edge of tech.
Anything done in the normal software/hardware/tech fields is
also done in video games and lot of times something perceived
as a major feature or sticking point in other fields is just some
minor side thing in games.
Video game development is what you're looking for.
permalink

[–]  jthun2  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.7 hours ago 

Ummm, no. You have an overly rosy view of game
development. I've done both. 4 years at various game studios,
and also 5 years recently at a rather prominent Silicon Valley
firm.
Yes, there is some good technology in games. No, the
average game developer doesn't have anything to do with
that. Using Unity or Unreal is a whole lot different from writing
Unity or Unreal. There are obviously some very interesting
technical details involved in various aspects of computer
graphics and GPU utilization. I do appreciate that stuff, but
you can find people at big companies doing that as well.
The AI in games is primitive to say the least. I highly doubt the
average game developer is going to work their way through
grad level stats texts on statistical inference and the like. Not
to mention that real machine learning applications require
extensive support in the real of provenance, model drift, etc
etc. Game AI is fake AI. It's only requirement is to make the
game enjoyable to play. Real world AI (where you have
lawsuits and goodwill on the line) is way harder.
So I disagree. Yes there are good programmers in the games
industry. However, I had an ACM fellow on my last team. I've
never seen that in the typical videogames company. There's
also some interesting technology in high frequency trading
and a host of other areas that pay better. Gaming is notorious
for long hours, poor project management, and low pay.
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You sound like someone who has worked a bit in games but
never in a world class company that has interesting projects.
permalink    parent

[–]  EyeOfHorus  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.3 hours ago  (edited 3.2 hours ago)

Pyramidion
There is no coincidence in symbols and the consolidation you
describe. Luciferian, mason, Illuminati are easy targets.
My professional background parallels yours. When I was young,
I quit a lucrative NSA/NRO contract because they are unethical
and specifically violate international treaties. This was before
wikileaks or commonality of internet or I may have gone that way.
I've since contributed immensely to small and large, public and
private tech companies. 98% good people being manipulated by
2% bad people.
What is the root cause? What drives the system you despise? I
don't know the exact answer but one correlation always comes
up. Fiat currency financing psychopathic behavior every fucking
time.
permalink

[–]  individualin1984  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.5 hours ago 

I know this also, I am currently in a very comfy, politically correct
to the core company. The biggest damage I do to them is not to
fight them when they want to do stupid shit. I just say yes and
agree with their stupidity and do what they ask and collect a
paycheck until I no longer have a significant financial risk. They
do not have a clue on what they are missing and I no longer
lament not forcing them to do the correct thing.
permalink

[–]  Fun_Crusher_XL  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.9 hours ago 

Liberals and immigrants - although Trump has managed to slow
the H-1B visa bullshit a tad.
permalink

[–]  7e62ce85  0 points (+0|-0 ) 38 minutes ago 

Just volunteer for some open source on the side. Such as
anonymity apps (TOR, BitMessage, crypto) for example.
permalink
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[–]  Paxter  0 points (+0|-0 ) 59 minutes ago 

There's ethical tech companies.
permalink

[–]  Deplorable_Me  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.1 hours ago 

I run my own IT dept. It's all MAGA all the time!
permalink

[–]  NonyaBidness  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.1 hours ago  (edited 42 minutes ago)

I'd argue that if you're working to facilitate centralization of any
kind, you're working against humanity. Everything that can be
corrupted, will be corrupted. The least dangerous corruption is
that of the individual with no power over any other individual.
All the organizations that are all about IP contribute to your
enslavement. They must support a totalitarian, surveillance,
society to protect their interests. No matter what scale I consider,
decentralization seems superior to centralization, which is
dangerous.
Decentralization in all the things!
Edit: Damn.. forgot my point! Working on decentralization is
perhaps the most patriotic thing this side of hunting tyrants a
patriot can do! Support, create, and share, open source,
decentralizing, technology!
Good, individual empowering, technology can nullify shitty,
centralizing, enslaving, technology. Just innovate around that
shit!
permalink

[–]  CrustyBeaver52  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.6 hours ago 

There is a pattern out of this - you start a small company and
grow it into a big company - the trick is, you keep the company in
private hands the whole way. Never become a public company,
and you can always refuse to sell.
In a market place where the guys at the top also run the money
printing press, they will always have access to unlimited funds -
so there is no price they cannot pay - eventually all of the larger
public companies fall into their web - that is the modern
corporate world you see today. Only by keeping your firm in
private hands can you refuse to sell. It is the only way to retain
your ownership.
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One of the big differences today, as vrs the 1930's, back in the
1930's the common man knew this about capital and banking -
they knew you needed to keep your company private if you
wanted to keep your company. They also knew you didn't do
business with the banks or you would get in trouble. Today
people are not taught about capital, or banks, or money, never
mind basic economics. Today's tech upstarts believe the path to
success is to get a start up going, and launch an IPO as soon as
possible - and that this is the only way.
It's the banks that want you to think that is the only way. The
owners of those banks are the same owners of all the other
public corps. They have the power to lend themselves however
much they need to buy you out. When they do not have enough,
they simply print more. This is why they oppose the gold
standard. They will oppose any standard that would limit their
capacity for unlimited purchase.
permalink

[–]  watitdew  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3 hours ago 

They like the poos because they don't tend to lose sleep at night
over things like patriotism and rights and shit.
permalink

[–]  tendiesonfloor  0 points (+0|-0 ) 4.1 hours ago 

Oil and gas is the last bastion of conservatives in technology.
permalink

[–]  truthwoke33  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.7 hours ago 

LOL you're joking right?
permalink    parent

[–]  tendiesonfloor  0 points (+0|-0 ) 50 minutes ago 

You got a buncha faggots in your shop?
permalink    parent

[–]  SHIVASHIVASHIVA  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 2.7 hours ago 

Cheers, you might know this, if I delete my browsing history
before I open an app., like zynga poker, can they still obtain my
browsing history? Thanks.
permalink
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[–]  CheeseboogersGhost  -1 points (+1|-2 ) 3.2 hours ago 

Too many jewbags in tech. It is laughable how many of those
dumbasses there are, yet they only make up less than 2% of the
US populace
permalink

[–]  jthun2  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 1.7 hours ago 

There are a lot. Half the 'whites' are either Jews or some form
of middle easterner, it seems.
There were some very good Jewish computer scientists in the
60s, 70s, 80s... but they are tailing off lately. The Chinese are
outcompeting them (as well as outcompeting regular whites).
permalink    parent

[–]  truthwoke33  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 2.7 hours ago 

What's more hilarious is they actually believe they are
productive and helpful to society when in reality all they do is
fuck shit up and have a white man clean up their garbage
code or whatever.
permalink    parent

[–]  CheeseboogersGhost  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 2.6 hours ago  (edited 2.6
hours ago)

I cant go too far into it but my brother is a electrical
engineer. We come from a family of engineers. We used to
travel all over the world doing jobs for mining companies.
The educated jews weren't able to fix it so we get sent in.
We always made it a point to tell them that it took redneck
hillbillies to get the job done and made them feel inferior.
Every time. I've never seen so many dumbasses as I have
these "educated" jew tech guys. I've also talked to
company execs and tell them what their problem is and that
they should select intelligent people instead of the NY
crowd. They didn't like hearing that shit but I told them
anyway.
I looked each jew in the eye and laughed at them after I
was done with the job.
permalink    parent
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